
The writer, journalist Ho Quang Loi gives books to the Vietnamese libraries

    

  

  

In the afternoon of 24th January 2013, the journalist and writer Ho Quang Loi visited and
donated 63 book copies entitled “Viet Nam on the wave of the times” to the National Library of
Viet Nam and 63 provincial libraries of the Vietnamese library system.

  

Especially, the author directly recorded words on books donated to each recipient library; this is
really the sincere gesture of the author given to the libraries. With the trust and love to the
library, the writer wishes “Viet Nam on the wave of the times” will be sent to the numerous
readers of the country
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  The writer Ho Quang Loi visits and introduces donated books to Mrs. Phan Thi Kim Dung –Director of the National Library of Viet Nam      Information about the author: The writer Ho Quang Loi was born in 1956 in Quynh Doi, QuynhLuu, Nghe An. He graduated from the Faculty of Foreign languages and Literature, majoring inFrench Literature, University  of Bucharest. He is the former Colonel, Deputy Editor of thePeople’s Army, Chief Editor of the Ha Noi Moi Newspaper; President of Ha Noi Association ofJournalist. He is currently the member of the Standing Committee, Head of the Ha Noi PartyCommittee Propaganda; delegate of the Hanoi People’s Committee Course 2011-2016. Withmany outstanding works on international comments such as The Global breakthrough, Unknown of the times, Sudden change of the Eraetc. However, Viet Namon the wave of the times, the author has devoted the deep, sharp insight, and inspiration to write about Viet   Nam, aboutThang Long – Ha Noi in the beat of international current event and global trend which areprofound deep impact on the destiny of the country etc. With the love, the author wants to giveVietnamese readers, particularly readers of the library in the country his brainchild.     
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    The author directly gives book to the library  ___________________  Text and photos: Thu Trang
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